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INTRO

“Building relationships isn’t optional in 
fundraising, it’s inherent in the definition of 

what fundraising is.” 

Relationship Fundraising is an important 
concept. But what does it mean? How should 
it inform our approach? Fundraising think tank, 
Rogare, recently released new ground breaking 
research on the topic. This guide provides an 
overview of their insights. 

We invite you to use these findings to plan your 
donor’s journey and enhance your strategy to 
grow philanthropy!

Download the entire Relationship Fundraising Study at 
www.pursuant.com/RelationshipFundraising

http://www.pursuant.com/RelationshipFundraising
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THE DONOR JOURNEY

“Everything we know about how to build a 
good relationship as a parent or friend we can 

apply to fundraising.”
 

AWARENESS

EXPLORATION

EXPANSION

COMMITMENT

DISSOLUTION
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STAGE 1: AWARENESS  

“Most relationships are an exchange.” 

While multiple steps are required to move a 
donor from awareness of your cause to making 
a gift, the first step is making an impression.  
Impressions should invite prospects to 
exchange their contact information for 
something they value. The donor must be 
moved from anonymity to identity.  You are 
inviting the donor to a more personal level of 
engagement with your organization.  

Quick tip: What will inspire a donor in 
this stage?  Their desire to connect with 
you must exceed their desire for privacy.  

The Fundraising Pendulum

Early Stages of Giving 
Transactional

Focus is on beneficiary 
Meeting low level needs
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STAGE 2:  EXPLORATION 

“Relationship building is not the same as 
information sharing.”

Invest in Immersive Experiences
The more immersive the experience, the more 
likely the impression can result in a donor 
relationship.  Bring the prospective donor to 
the work - observing firsthand or volunteering. 
If donors are unwilling or unable to go to the 
beneficiary, bring the beneficiary's needs to 
them.  Pictures are good.  Video is better.  

Offer Donors Choice 
Satisfaction is the #1 driver of donor loyalty. 
Achieve donor satisfaction by giving donors 
control over what they receive from you.  Don’t 
ask in the first interaction what communication 
they want. Prove the value of your 
communications over a few months so they can 
make an informed decision.   

Conduct Donor Surveys Early
Identify what donors want and are about most 
by asking them. Talk to them about that, not 
the other 10 programs you’re doing.
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Sample Survey Topics 
• Satisfaction with communication frequency  
   and type 
• Program interests 
• Reason for getting involved 
• What they want their gift to impact

Move from Intrusion to Invitation 
Once you’ve asked your donors their 
preferences and are using that information to 
drive your approach, everything you send is 
literally something they have asked for. One 
organization boosted their response rate on 
their year-end appeal by 50% this way.  

Quick tip: What will inspire a donor in 
this stage? Fundraisers have to make 
donors feel something in order to give. 
Craft a welcome series that will create 
an intense emotional response before 
assigning a donor to the “regular” 
communication cycle. Don’t be afraid to 
reuse old solicitations that worked well.  
Intense arousal is the only thing that 
matters in early relationships. 
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STAGE 3: EXPANSION

“How we make our donors feel should be as 
critical an issue in fundraising as the impact we 

have on our beneficiaries.”

Whether donors choose to build a relationship 
with your cause at this stage is determined by 
how rewarded the donors feel. The focus of the 
relationship shifts from the relationship target 
(be it the beneficiary, the organization, the 
cause, the mission) to the donors.  What drives 
donor satisfaction now isn’t what you do for the 
beneficiaries, it’s how you fulfill your donor’s 
needs.   

Create a Sense of Longing 
As part of creating the absolute best first giving 
experience you want to leave your donors 
longing for more contact with you. The ideal 
experience after a donor makes a first gift is 
to enjoy the warm feeling of longing for more 
contact.  
 
Pursue Intimacy 
Self-disclosure of private thoughts and feelings 
is the foundation of an intimate relationship.  
Revealing oneself and seeking validation 
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is reciprocal. Ensure donors are heard, 
understood, and that their feelings are cared 
for. Use personalized two-way communication 
and great discovery questions. Show healthy 
restraint; you don’t propose on the first date.

Invite Them to Consider the Future 
Encouraging donors to reflect on how much 
they would like to contribute to the charity 
in the future (planned future investment) and 
how much making a potential impact with their 
gifts mean to them (emotional investment), can 
significantly increase their commitment. 

Stretch Their Imagination About How Good 
They Could Be
Rather than merely reflecting who a donor is in 
our communications we should be reflecting 
equally on who that donor could be, stretching 
their sense of who they might need to be to 
live a fulfilled life. If charities constantly inspire 
their donors to become the very best they can 
the charity can become the donor’s best source 
for living a more fulfilled life.
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Quick tip: What will inspire a donor at 
this stage? Thank donors in a way that 
celebrates your shared success and 
de-emphasizes your organization as a 
middle man between the donor and 
beneficiaries, (i.e. “You made Christian 
Aid stronger today, watch the video and 
feel the power of your gift.”)

The Fundraising Pendulum

Later Stages of Giving 
Relationship fundraising
Focus is on donor 
Meeting high level needs
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STAGE 4: COMMITMENT

The ultimate stage is donor fusion, wherein 
the donor has fused their personal identity 
with the social network and would agree 
with statements such as “When Habitat for 
Humanity is strong, I am strong.”  In this stage 
the giving of money is not seen as a loss or 
investment but as becoming more powerful 
and connected.  Research tells us it is only after 
five meaningful gifts that one begins to care 
genuinely about the organization. 

De-emphasize the charity as the middleman 
between the donor and the beneficiaries.  
Thank donors in a way that celebrates your 
shared success.   For example, “You made 
Christian Aid stronger today, watch the video 
and feel the power of your gift.”  It’s more like 
the ‘pat-on-the-back’ one football fan offers 
another once they have won a game.

Quick tip: What will inspire a donor in 
this stage?  The fundraiser’s job is to 
reinforce the communal relationship. 
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7 KEY TAKEAWAYS 
Donor relationships should be 
engineered to offer the greatest value 
for supporters.  

Identify segments where it is 
appropriate to adopt a relationship 
approach and where transactional is 
more effective. 

Intense arousal is the only thing 
that matters in the beginning of the 
relationship, not novelty.

Donors need to experience our 
similar beliefs and values firsthand — 
words are not enough.

How we make our donors feel is just 
as important as the impact we have 
on beneficiaries.

Plan a donor journey, not just one off 
campaigns.

Stop thinking about winning the 
campaign and start thinking about 
winning hearts and commitment. 
Let the campaign be the mechanism.  
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This book belongs to:

For the full study, slides and more resources go to:
www.pursuant.com/relationshipfundraising


